Over-segmentation could be \elieved by adopting a divisive image segmentation model. This also requires the binary classification of whether a segmented region corresponds to a single semantic object. In this paper, we propose a model to address this classification problem, by detecting if a region contains both "background" and "foreground" regions. When "background" and "foreground" both present, the region is considered to have multiple objects, otherwise it corresponds to a single object. We implement the model based on certain image features of the region that effectively tell the difference between "background" and "foreground". Experiments show that our model can effectively perform the classification tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation denotes a process of segmenting an image into several regions such that each region, hopefully, corresponds to a semantic object. Currently, object recognition for general-domain images remains an open problem in computer vision, mainly due to the ineffectiveness of the segmentation.
Traditional segmentation methods usually treat the regions as homogeneous inside and heterogeneous in between, which often results in over-segmentation, i.e., the number of regions is more than the number of actual objects. As the receiver of these segmented regions, higher-level vision is expected to "re-assemble" the regions to objects based on which object recognition is performed. However, given a large number of regions, an exhaustive or nearly-exhaustive enumeration of all possible regions to arrive at objects is practically infeasible. To relieve the over-segmentation, we model the image segmentation process as a top-down divisive clustering problem [2, 4] , so that when the segmented regions already correspond to objects, the segmentation stops further splitting the regions. Proper classification of whether a certain combination of regions or a single region corresponds to a single semantic object (referred as classification problem) remains a challenge, and has not been addressed much by the literature. Good understanding of this classification problem would improve the segmentation and provide a sound base for further object recognition. Compared with the problem of general object recognition, the classification problem seems less difficult since we do not have to know what object a certain region is in order to know if it is an object. We will focus on the classification problem in this paper. Under the divisive clustering model of the segmentation, the classification problem can be generalized as a sub-problem of the divisive clustering problem, i.e., for each region (cluster), deciding whether it corresponds to a single object (if it must be splitted).
The problem for deciding if a certain cluster should be splitted has been addressed by several researchers [2,41. In [2], three types of methods are introduced for selecting clusters to split: (I) split every cluster regardless the characteristics of the cluster; (2) select the cluster with the largest number of data to split; and (3) split the cluster with highest variance with respect to its centroid. In (41, a method based on the "shape" of the cluster has been proposed for cluster selection. All these approaches are for general data clustering algorithms, so that object constraints are not considered. Therefore, we need a model that is particularly suitable for image segmentation.
In this paper, we propose a model to address the classification problem, by detecting if a certain region contains both "background" and "foreground" regions. As shown later, when "background" and "foreground" both present, the region is considered to have multiple objects, otherwise it corresponds to a single object. We implement the model by building a binary support vector machines (SVM) classifier based on certain image features of the region that effectively tell the difference between "background and "foreground".
SVM [I] is a core machine learning method, which is very suitable for binary classification by constructing the solution hyper-planes in the feature space [ I] .
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The adopted image features are based on our previous method of Monotonic Tree [6] , which has been successfully applied to locate smooth image background [6] .
Experiments show that our model can effectively perform the classification tasks.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The problem definition and theoretical models are presented in Section 2. We then briefly introduce SVM classifier in Section 3 and present adopted image features in Section 4. The experimental results are shown in Section 5, and we finally conclude in Section 6 .
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND THEORETICAL

MODELS
We first give the definition of the classification problem in a divisive model of the image segmentation and a general algoiithm of segmentation based on the classification problem, then address the model of the classification problem.
Problem Definition in a Segmentation Model
Image segmentation can be modeled as a bisecting divisive process, i.e., starting from the whole image, the process recursively segments a certain region of the image into two sub-regions, until all segmented regions are corresponding to certain objects or the number of regions reaches a certain threshold.
Let I be an image, NR(1) be the total number of segmented regions of I, K be a threshold. R be a certain region of I, Seg(R) be the image segmentation process of R, I fObjecr(R) he the classiJicarion process of whether R corresponds to a single object, and Split(R) be the splitting process of R which splits R into two sub-regions RI and The algorithm of Seg(R) is briefly explained as follows: initially, when the input region R is the whole image I, we set the N R ( I ) as 1. Then we determine if R corresponds to an object by IfObject(R). If it is, then we do not need to further split R, otherwise we split R into R I and RZ by Splir(R), and recursively call Seg(R1) and Seg(RI), until all segmented regions are corresponding to objects or the number of regions reaches a certain threshold K. 
Running example of Algorithm
Model of the Classification Problem
We model the classification problem by investigating what makes an object itself. i.e. what makes us believe region R corresponds to an object or not. Now revisit the example in Figure 1 . When considering image I, we consider region Sky and region X as "background'' and "foreground regions (referred as BG and FG). respectively, therefore IfObject(1) will return false. On the other hand, there is no obvious BG and FG in region Sky, therefore IfObjecf(Sky) will return true. Similar analysis applies to the regions of X and Ground, and so on.
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Therefore, whether a region R corresponds to an object depends on whether R has BG and FG. If we can find both BG and FG in R, then R is considered to have multiple objects, otherwise R corresponds to a single object.
Note that we do not have to extract BG and FG from R in order to know if R has BG and FG. We only need to derive certain image features about R, denoted as f ( R ) , that could tell the difference between BG and FG. We then perform the classification tasks by feeding f ( R ) to a SVM classifier, which is built by certain training features f ( R ) s with their ground-truth labels. Below we will briefly introduce how the SVM classifier works for general two-class classification problem, and introduce how to derive f (R) for the classifier. I f T is not linearly separable, SVM works by mapping the training features into a higher dimensional feature space S p , P > N, using an appropriate kemel function K, so that the solution hyper-plane can be found in RP. For more information about SVM, refer to [l] .
After the classifier is trained. when it is fed with testing feature f(R), the classifier will tell whether region R corresponds to a single object (if the computing result is positive) or multiple objects (if the computing result is negative). 
ADOPTED IMAGE FEATURES FOR REGION R
The image features that could tell the difference between BG and FG are based on Monotonic Tree [6] , which is a derivation of contour tree for discrete data, and formed by all the monotonic lines of a certain gray-scale image. An outward-falling/climbing monotonic line of an image is a boundary where the image assumes higherllower values in the pixels adjacent to the boundary from inside than those from outside. A maximal sequence of uniquely enclosing monotonic lines is called a monotonic slope. All levels of the monotonic slopes in an image form the reduced monofonic tree. See Figure 3 for an illustration of above concepts. Each branch (a subtree) in the reduced monotonic tree is called a texton if its covered area is no more than a threshold, which gives the scale in which we are interested. We define alfitude(p,t), a pixel p s altitude with regard f o a texton t , as abs(value(p) -bas@)), where value(t) is the pixel value of p and base(t) is the value of 1's base pixels. See Figure 4 for an illustration. We then define altitude(t), the altitude of fexon t , to be the average value of alfitude(p,t) over all pixels off. The altifude(t) has been used in [6] to effectively locate smooth image background. We further define altitude(p), the altitude ofpixel p, to be the maximum value ofa/titude(p,t) over all textons that p lies in.
To derive f ( R ) of region R,, we calculate alfirude(p)
for each pixel p in R and normalize altitude(p) into [O, 11.
We then construct bb(R), the bounding box for R and decomposes bb(R) into nine sub-segments as shown in Figure  5 by the Nona-free [SI.
A Nona-tree is a hierarchical image decomposition structure based on a further modification of the Quad-tree and the Quin-tree [5] , and it is proved to provide better results of image partition than the Quad-tree and the Quin-tree. For each of bb(R)'s sub-segment $si, I 5 i 5 9, we generate the features for ssi by calculating mean(ssj) and var(ssj), the mean and variance values of nlrirude(pj) of all the pixels p j , I 5 j 5 num(ssj) that fall in ssj, where num(ssj) represents the number of pixels that fall in ssj. We also calculate mean(bb(R)) and var(bb(R)). Note that each sub-segment can be recursively decomposed by Nona-tree for higher resolution. To decrease f ( R ) ' s dimensionality, we only adopt bb(R) and its nine sub-segments to calculate features and get a 2 0 -0 f ( R ) for R, i.e. f ( R ) = {mean(bb(R)),var(bb(R)),menn(ssj),var(ssj), 1 5 is
EXPERIMENTS
We first discuss how to select the training feature vectors for the SVM classifier, then present the relevant results to show the effectiveness of our approach.
The training features f ( R ) s for certain regions with labels 1 (referred as positive FVs) and -I (referred as negative FVs) are both based on an image database from C O W L gallery. The images of the database cover a large variety, including marine fishes, birds, insects, flowers, animals, natural scenes, human sports, in-door decorations, and so on.
As stated before, smooth image background (also the foreground) can be effectively extracted by an algorithm in 161. Based on the results of [6] , among certain extracted foreground regions, we label them to be true if the regions $e corresponding to single objects, false otherwise. The positive FVs are derived from the foreground regions labeled as rrue. To make the SVM classifier as robust as possible, the negative FVs are derived from three sources: (1) certain images that do not have smooth background and also have multiple objects; (2) certain images that have smooth image background, so that at lease two objects are present classificntion accuracy, IT1 is the total number of FVs in the testing set, IMI is the total number of misclassified FVs, lPMl is the number of positive FVs misclassified as negative FVs, and lNMl is the number of negative FVs misclassified as positive FVs.
CONCLUSION
A model of classifying whether image regions correspond to single objects is proposed by detecting if the regions contain both "background" and "foreground" regions. The model is implemented based on certain image features that effectively tell the difference of "background" and "foreground".
Experiments show that the model can effectively perform the classification tasks.
